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tickets sold

357

registered volunteers

520

people assisted weekly

246
seats in the theatre

Byron Community Centre is hard to
define and even harder to pin down.
On the surface it is an incorporated
community association that performs a
number of important functions in our
community. We manage the markets,
we organise a number of community
service programs, we operate a theatre
and meeting rooms, and we manage
a community building. But it is much,
much more than that…
People make their way through the
doors of the Centre for a variety of
reasons and purposes. A day in the
life of the Byron Community Centre
is something I have often thought
provides a great snapshot of the colour
and life present in Byron Bay. The true
story of the Centre is the story of the
people who make it happen.
Our wonderful cleaning team start
when the town is still asleep. The
volunteers who work out of the Fletcher
Street Room providing food and joy
to those less fortunate arrive before
the paid staff start their day. Our
committed finance officer is usually
the first staff member to arrive in the
morning. Our market staff deal with
all the amazing stall holders selling and
displaying their creative wares through
the world famous Byron Bay markets.
Our venue staff literally operate across
the week day and night, every week
of the year bringing joy, laughter and
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creativity to our town. The welfare team
are always on hand to bring comfort
and relief to those who need a helping
hand. The Byron NILS team provide
financial loans to make life a little bit
easier for local residents.
Of course, to make all this happen we
have many, many volunteers who help,
assist, organise, facilitate, calculate
and allocate. To undertake all this in
a seemingly, seamless way we have
the awesome services of a volunteer
coordinator extraordinaire who
welcomes, introduces and balances all
the demands that the involvement of so
many people naturally brings.
And the reason this all happens is
because a true community depends on
each other. We may be individuals in
name but to live a healthy, happy and
fortunate life we depend on each other.
People know they can depend on the
Byron Community Centre. This is the
reason the Centre exists and thrives.
The story of the last year for the Byron
Community Centre is contained within
the pages of this annual report in
the words and photos that staff and
committee have contributed.
Our community is a better one because
of the untiring work of the staff and
volunteers of this organisation.
Thank you to each and everyone of
them for their contributions this year.
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PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
The Community Centre has truly come back
to being a major hub of activity in Byron
Bay. On any day the Centre is buzzing with
staff, volunteers, patrons, residents, renters,
homeless and tourists. The diversity in the
Centre reflects the diversity that characterises
Byron Bay these days. The statistics on how
many people we serve that are contained in
this report highlight how important the Centre
is to our community.
While the Centre’s diversity is a drawcard, it
also creates challenges for staff and volunteers.
Our team at the Centre are now adept at
fielding questions from market stallholders,
selling tickets to the theatre, providing
information about our town, the Byron
Theatre, and dealing with the demands of the
less affluent in our community.
Achievements
This has been another successful and
challenging year for the Centre. Not only are
we increasingly relevant to our community, but
we have established ourselves as sustainable
– which is important from the Committee
of Management’s point of view. Much of the
credit for the strong position of the Centre
goes to the vision and leadership of the GM
Paul Spooner. Paul has been GM of the Centre
for several years now and it is the course that
he set the Centre on when he arrived, that
holds us in good shape today.
This year we commenced managing the
Cavanbah room – and after a facelift, Tanja

DAVID SWEET

Greulich & Mouche Phillips have done a great
job in incorporating that room (and the bar)
into the venue operations. We also welcomed
North Coast TAFE as a permanent booking
into the Verandah room.
After the 2012 NYE debacle, and the
numerous community forums that came out
of that alcohol fuelled new years eve, the
Community Centre put on Soul Street and
First Sun. Congratulations to Mouche & Tess
Cullen and the rest of the team for putting
together a program to promote family friendly
activities for NYE.
Another highlight of the year has been the role
of Cat Seddon and her team. They continue
to go from strength to strength in providing
leading edge community services to the
unemployed, homeless, elderly and the youth
of Byron Bay. Our community welfare team
continue to service more and more of the
Byron community (and beyond).
Externally the successes of the Centre was
recently recognised when we were honoured
by winning the ‘Community of the Year’
Award in the Regional Achievement &
Community Awards.
Management
This year was the first full year that the Centre
was a Crown Reserve Trust, which added to
the administration of the Centre. Following
on from that change, Barb Stander, Trevor
Sleep & Paul Aroni did wonderful work in
trying to further streamline our accounts this

year and enable the Committee to get a better
view of our financial position. Barb has been a
wonderful asset to the Centre in her first year
as finance manager.
Tess Cullen & Majida Steinfeld keep the
markets powering on. Plenty goes into making
those markets happen and you can just see,
from the way they re-arranged the artisan
market to make it even more successful this
year, that they continue to try and improve the
Byron market experience for stall holders and
the market visitors.
Although the management of the NILS has
been tough this year, Bronwyn Martin (with
Trevor & Bruce) has done a great job of
working through the various challenges.
Staff & Volunteers
Many of our staff have been at the Centre a
while now, and it is a credit to them that they
are able to thrive in the sometimes chaos that
is thrown at them from the demands of the
diversity of the activity.
The chaos of the Centre would not be
manageable without the efforts of Cherie
Bromley. She is the WD40* that keeps the
whole place running smoothly. The capacity of
our wonderful volunteers to multitask across
such a huge range of jobs and issues is not only
a credit to the quality of our volunteers, but
also the ongoing work of Cherie, her excellent
approach to problem solving, and her capacity
to genuinely engage people.
Without the Centre’s volunteers this Centre

simply wouldn’t run. We are so fortunate to
have long term, dedicated volunteers. There
are too many of them to name – but what a
wonderful contribution they have made to the
Centre. The challenge for the Management
Committee is to retain the interest of this
wonderful group of people.
Our Committee of Management are often
forgotten as volunteers, but they regularly
contribute their time and expertise to the
Centre – beyond just the monthly Committee
meetings. A huge thank you to the Committee
of Management for their tireless work this
year, and for keeping the Centre as a vital
Byron Bay hub.
* if you don’t know what that is: Google “WD40”

Trust

EXPENSES
$1210442

Association
Trust
Association

CONSOLIDATED
PROFIT $13167

TREASURER’S
REPORT
TREVOR SLEEP

I would like to begin my report by thanking
Carolyn Parker for her hard work and
dedication in her prior role as Treasurer.
Regrettably, she felt it necessary to resign
her position during her term of office due
to pressure from other commitments. It is
pleasing to note however that, under her
stewardship, the BCC finances are in a healthy
position and the financial accounts attached to
this report bear testament to that.
It is pleasing to report that, following on
from the goals of last year: the integration of
the finance department has now been fully
achieved and we need to thank both Barbara
Stander and Trish Razzi for the outstanding
work they have done and for their overall
performance in bringing order to the accounts.
Their efforts and their cheerful accessibility
are appreciated by the staff and management
committee alike; and there is much greater
management access to meaningful financial
information throughout the organisation. This
has been achieved, in part, by the introduction
of new, customisable budgeting software which
provides accounting information and reports in
a simpler format.
During the course of the year several other
notable activities occurred:
Most importantly the committee decided to
revalue the building, in order to reflect its true
replacement and/or market value, from $662K
to $4 million which now makes the Trust
balance sheet very strong indeed;
We have renegotiated the mortgage to enable
monthly, rather than annual, payments and can
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INCOME
$1223609

now also make additional payments with the
ability to redraw if required. This has enabled
us to reduce the interest paid on the mortgage
and also put excess cash to more use which
should have a favourable impact on our finance
expenses into the future.
Overall the Association and Trust are in a
strong cash position and we will continue to
monitor this in the year ahead. Also, we will
continue to identify areas for expense reduction
and, to that end, we will be introducing
mutually agreed departmental budgets as
a means of setting achievable targets and
tracking both income and expenditure.
Paul Aroni, who recently joined the Finance
Committee as an external advisor, was
instrumental in identifying and implementing
the new budget & analysis software and I
would like to thank Paul for his effort.
Community Association – a profit of $18K
for the FY. The reduction over last year’s
profit is primarily due to: the box office and
bar income ($100K) being recognised in the
Trust; lower funding income (59k); and no
extraordinary income ($35K). Overall income
was down $157K and expenses down $55K.
Crown Reserve Trust – a small loss of $5k
which is roughly in line with the loss in the
prior FY. Unfortunately, whilst income rose
by over $220k, in part due to changes in
accounting practices, the expenses rose by a
similar amount. The good news though, is
that the mortgage was reduced from $990k to
$824K during the period without any negative
impact on operations.

The markets are an immensely diverse and
successful aspect of the Byron Community
Centre.
Annually we manage:
►► 14 Byron Community Markets – 360 stalls
►► 3 Beachside Craft Markets – 200 stalls
►► a summer season (Oct – Mar) of weekly
Artisan Markets – 35 stalls
►► Soul Street’s NYE Market – 100 stalls
►► to partner with community groups for
special events

TESS CULLEN
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MARKET
REPORT

Within the structure of the Byron Community
Centre, I would like to thank the volunteers
who offer fantastic support. In particular I
would like to thank those who work reception
for us all but especially Carl & Heather; Betty,
Astrid & Param for always being there on
market days with our info tent; Carol for coordination of the Mug Stall; and Toni, Bev,
Karen & Frank for their assistance on the
administration aspect of the markets.
I could not cope without their help.
Our markets are always a great day out.
It would be good to see you all there.

As an integral part of the local community
these markets:
►► showcase the creative talent of our region
to the world that walks through the streets
of Byron Bay
►► provide economic opportunities for local
industry, small businesses and artisans,
►► support local residents via a priority system
►► support local charities and give access to a
larger fundraising public
►► support innumerable families and
multicultural groups
►► showcase local musicians
►► create active public spaces that allow for
many aspects of our community to come
together
►► create healthy public family friendly events
and environments in Byron Bay
►► support the sustainable provision of locally
developed and managed social programs
►► allow for partnerships between the BCC
and the local community
►► create a sense of identity and ownership of
our region

45
markets
in the year
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VENUE
REPORT
WOW!!!
What a fantastic year the Byron Theatre has
had. We have seen some amazing events in the
past 12 months, some of the really memorable
shows included:
►► Agreements of Life with don Miguel Ruiz
►► Chooky Dancers
►► Soweto Gospel Choir
►► Aust Burl Fest
(rebooked for 2015)
►► Melbourne Ballet Company
(rebooked for 2015)
►► Sydney Comedy Festival
(rebooked for 2015)
Some other highlights this year have included
Jake Clements (USA), Josh Pyke with Jack
Carty, Confessions of a Control Freak, An
evening with Groucho Marx, The Harbinger,
Nils Frahm (Germany) and local performers
Busby Marou (Duo). Surf movies continue

TANJA GREULICH

to be popular with The Last Paradise &
Stephanie in the Water both selling out. Also,
it cannot be denied that the theatre has been
the perfect venue for comedians this year!
Dave Hughes, Arj Barker, Kitty Flanagan
& Akmal all had multiple sold out shows,
meaning hundreds of people have walked away
from the Byron Theatre with a smile on their
face! What more could you want!
In addition to the sell-out shows – the
theatre was proud to host a number of very
special community events including the
weekly Seniors’ Drumming Circle, Seniors’
Community Choir, the Byron Shire Volunteer
Expo, Chandelier of the Lost & Broken
workshops, Social Inclusion Week celebrations
and monthly volunteer movie screenings.
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2014 was definitely a year of growth &
development at BCC. The theatre has
had a huge growth in ticket sales this year
compared to 2013. More effective marketing,
better media relations (BayFM, Byron Shire
News & the Echo) and the launch of the
new What’s On Byron website have had a
massive influence on theatre ticket revenue.
The venue as a whole has developed some
fantastic partnerships with local industries
this year. Unfortunately we said goodbye to
Southern Cross University, one of our longterm partners, but said a big hello to North
Coast TAFE and the SAE Institute. These
new partnerships have the potential to greatly
benefit the future of the Community Centre;
from maintaining & updating the Theatre
equipment to renovating the Fletcher St
kitchen & our new Secret Garden bar.
Managing the venue as a whole, with the
addition of the newly upgraded Cavanbah
Conference Room (formerly the SCU Room),
has been a challenge I’ve thoroughly enjoyed;
fitting the right booking into the right space
has now become so much easier! Bookings
for the Cavanbah room are increasing steadily,
especially now with the TAFE’s regular weekly
presence in the Verandah room.
The Centre has hosted some major
conferences this year including:
►► Regional Development Australia
Crowdfunding Conference
►► AA Convention
(rebooked 2015),
►► Midwifery Today (Int’l) Conference
►► University of NSW
(rebooked for 2015)
►► Musculo-Skeletal Conference (x2)

Looking ahead to 2015, we have the Ista Sex &
Consciousness Conference and the University
Centre for Rural Health (UCRH) already have
multiple bookings for large workshops next
year.
Naturally, the venue would not be where it
is today without all the wonderful, dedicated
staff & volunteers. We formerly welcomed
Mouche Phillips to the venue department
staff this year; Jeannie & Mary have been a
fantastic support once again, managing the
evening events (Cherie also has stepped up to
this role occasionally!); while Cameron, Juan
& Clancy have all brought their knowledge
and expertise to the theatre again this year,
producing the many varied theatre shows with
technical precision. I would also like to thank
Grant, Lyn, David Steward, Lorraine, David
Goldstraw & Di Edwards for their major
contributions to the venue. All the regular
box office volunteers – Peter, Michael, Linda,
Hernan & all the dedicated ushers that work
on the evening events also deserve a huge
thanks.
With such a great team of people at the BCC
& such an awesome venue, I look forward to
all that 2015 has to offer. See you next year!
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VOLUNTEER
REPORT
This year was like a whirlwind! It went by so
fast and was so packed full!
Volunteer engagement at the Centre has
deepened in all work areas; most staff
managed to engage administration assistants
and delegate more and more tasks and
responsibilities to the skilled and committed
volunteers.
Volunteer retention remains high with many
volunteers coming into their 3rd, 4th and 5th
years of service. This aspect of the volunteer
program will be our focus in 2015 Volunteers
Week Celebrations!

CHERIE BROMLEY

Volunteer Activities and Achievements
►► Maintained monthly intake orientations for
new volunteers
►► Managed daily office rosters for box office,
reception and admin support
►► Assisted in management of rosters for
ushers and bar staff
►► Assisted the coordination of volunteer
rosters for Arts Classic and BBFF
►► Celebrated 2014 Volunteers Week with a
Gala Dinner Dance of all BCC volunteers.
►► Celebrated Spring in the courtyard with
volunteers, followed by Pete’s Pick in the
Theatre

VOLUNTEER HOURS

/ WEEK

BYRON
THEATRE
RECEPTION
NILS
LIBERATION
LARDER
HOMELESS
BREAKFASTS
HAP
ER

262

weekly volunteer hours invested
equivalent to

FINANCE
SOUP
KITCHEN

$4978
weekly in-kind donation

MARKETS
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Organizational Achievements

Professional Development

►► Assisted with the set up of the Byron
Markets “Bring Your Own Mug”
Campaign in December 2013
►► Assisted with the redevelopment of the
Jonson St mini garden area outside the
NILS Office
►► Assisted with logistics for new carpet
installation in the office
►► Represented the BCC at the SCU’s Careers
Day and the Northern Rivers Volunteering
Expo, both in Lismore with Pippy and
David Steward
►► Participated in Grant Writing team and
applied for funding for the concept of
Byron Shire Volunteering Hub.
►► Re-wrote training notes for new phone
system in office
►► Attended Byron United Business After
Hours hosted at the Centre and secured
$500 cash donation to the volunteer
program ($300 is yet to be collected, but I
will collect it!)
►► Expanded this year’s Byron Shire
Volunteer Expo to entire building; invited
key speakers including two who were
presenting at the International Volunteers
Conference on the Gold Coast; engaged
Steph Nieyan of Curly-Girl Catering to
offer the complimentary breakfast for
volunteers and participants. This event
ran with only a loss of $71 to the BCC
►► Facilitated the nomination of the BCC for
2014 Regional and Community Awards.
Gary Varga and David Goldstraw wrote
the nominations for which the BCC was a
finalist in two categories: Crown Reserve
Trust Award and Community of the
Year Award. The BCC was awarded the
“Community of the Year - population over
15000” at the Wagga Wagga Gala Awards
evening on the 2nd Nov 2014, which I
attended.

►► Successfully completed CertIV Volunteer
Management
►► Trained and participated as NILS loan
committee member
►► Trained in Bar Management and worked as
Bar Manager for events
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COMMUNITY
SERVICES
Broadening the demographic of community
members accessing services and participating
in activities delivered via the BCC has been
one of the major achievements of the team
over the past 12 months.
From local school children to the frail and
elderly, all age groups have been involved in
a range of innovative programs, including
gratitude trees, living libraries and postcards
from another age. Programs that foster
inter-generational bridge building, enhance
our social capital and support a healthy
community.
Underpinning this work is the BCC’s
continued delivery of vital welfare services
to the most needy and vulnerable in our
community. Women over 50 now represent the
fastest growing demographic of homelessness
in the Northern Rivers and there are
currently over 28,000 people in NSW who are
experiencing homelessness.

CAT SEDDON

In June, Over 200 pairs of jeans, donated
by local business and the community were
distributed to those in need as part of the
Jeans for the Homeless initiative.
A successful Blanket Appeal took place in July
to provide rough sleepers with extra warmth
during the winter months. A large number
of blankets were collected and distributed
through homeless breakfast and the Fletcher St
Cottage.
Additionally this year, the BCC was part
of the Communities North Consortium’s
successful application for funding to deliver a
Specialist Homelessness Service that supports
individuals and families who are homeless
or at risk of homelessness. The Byron Shire
Resident Homeless card, a BCC initiative was
also given the green light by Council this year,
facilitating fairer treatment for locals without a
fixed address.

As always a committed team of dedicated
staff, volunteers and students have been at the
forefront of continued support, expansion and
delivery of community services including:

3500
1152
730
297
192
60 70
42
over

frozen meals given out to crisis clients

clients serviced by the Emergency Relief Service

crisis clients supported

swags handed out to rough sleepers

seniors participated in computer literacy classes

to

seniors participated weekly in specialised
activities eg. singing, drumming & yoga workshops

therapy workshops run for people living with dementia
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The Healthy Ageing Project continues to
promote social inclusiveness and connection
for seniors in our community. Participation
rates are increasing and new activities
including Bollywood Dancing and Seniors
Yoga have been added to the program.
As government funding continues to
dry up, resourcing community service
initiatives becomes more difficult. In July,
the community services team put together
submissions totalling over $1.3m for DSS
funding, including a submission for our core
Emergency Relief program, for the first time
in 30 years.

$12500
over

of clothes distributed

None of what has been achieved over the
past 12 months would be possible without the
generous involvement of students, volunteers
and staff ‘going the extra mile’ for their
community. I am continually amazed and
humbled to witness what can be done when
the hearts and minds of our community come
together with the positive intention to make
Byron a better community.
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NILS

►► Extending the ‘Stop Small Problems
Getting Big’ NAB and GSM national NILS
advertising strategy, despite the geographic
areas covered by Byron and Northern
Rivers NILS NOT being selected for the
funded rollout. Trevor Sleep requested
access to the GSM advertising material
designed for TV, radio, print media and
posters, and is in the process of making
connections with local TV, radio and
newspapers to have these ads put to air /
published at the local level;

BRONWYN MARTIN

I’m pleased to report that the No Interest
Loan Scheme (NILS) Program has experienced
a satisfying year of quality improvement and
consolidation. While being quite challenging
for the amazingly dedicated and capable
volunteers who make up the NILS Team,
due to our commitment to continuous
improvement and remarkable team culture
we’ve created, many rewards have been reaped!
Key achievements include:
►► Issuing 171 loans, bringing the total issued
throughout the life of the Program to over
620, with a total value of $547,425 in total
funds lent to date;
►► Currently monitoring and managing 171
loans with a current value of $60,974,
leaving approximately $80,000 available in
the capital pool to loan out;
►► Moving from the unsatisfactory electronic
bookkeeping system used for loan
management to introduce the “NILS4”
electronic Loan Management System, a
program that’s been purpose built for

►► issuing and managing NILS Loans and
reporting on them. This has brought
fabulous clarity and ease to the process.
While something of a challenge to the
Finance Team, it creates exceptional
ease, transparency and certainty for
NILS Officers in loan establishment,
monitoring and management, capital
management, borrower engagement and
accurate reporting. Efficiently producing
half-yearly reports for Good Shepherd
Microfinance (GSM) and NAB accurately
- and on time(!) - was another proud
achievement that use of this program
facilitated. Volunteer Trevor Sleep is to be
commended for his tireless, patient, and
always respectful and good-humoured
efforts to get the system established in a
challenging electronic environment, bring
us all on board as he trained each of us
up, undertook endless data cleansing as
all our previous and existing loans were
exported into the NILS4 System, as well
as ensuring the ongoing quality of the data
and troubleshooting errors as they arise.
Grateful thanks also go to the IT Team
at GSM, without whom this changeover
could not possibly have been achieved;
►► Ongoing capital management, which
includes introducing additional borrower
engagement activities to proactively
enhance good relationships created at loan
establishment and supporting any clients
through challenging times that can arise.
NILS volunteers Bruce Heid and Linda
Marheine have been capably undertaking
this work every week;

►► Having Linda Marheine undertake online
education to become Byron Community
Centre’s “Money Matters” Officer. This
position offers financial literacy education
and budgeting support to individual clients
on Monday afternoons, and to groups as
needed;
►► Analysis of capital stewardship and
identification of potential areas of risk
we could address further. Volunteer Zan
De Groot contributed her dedicated time,
patient research and analysis skills to assist
me with this valuable activity;
►► Maintenance of the AddsUp matched
Savings Plan Program, using an electronic
system to promote and coordinate online
applications in partnership with NAB.
AddsUP Officer, Carl Taylor, is very
capably undertaking this role, with 68
previous borrowers having taken up this
generous opportunity to embed healthy
savings behaviours and a build a savings
buffer to date;
►► Commencing a promotion strategy to
the services and businesses who have
benefitted from the $547,425 that’s been
lent through the NILS Program, to ask
if they could promote NILS in their
business. New volunteer, Henry Karasch,
is undertaking this role;
►► Obtaining the maximum program funding
available from the Commonwealth Dep’t
of Social Services, via GSM, to continue
the Program from Jan 2014 to June 2015;
►► Attending both the National NILS
Conference in Brisbane and NSW
Conference in Kingscliff;

►► Hosting an all-day site visit by key GSM
and NAB staff, where they observed
all our activities, made suggestions
for improvement and expressed great
appreciation for our commitment to
Continuous quality improvement, excellent
work and all that we achieve; and
►► Continuing to issue loans on a weekly
basis, while noting a significant decline
since the middle of this year in
applications being presented to the Loan
Assessment Committee. All NSW services
are apparently experiencing a similar
trend, with no definitive explanation
being identified. We are currently issuing
approximately two loans per week.
Unfortunately the highly supportive national
Home Energy Saver Scheme (HESS) Subsidy
Program was prematurely ceased in June, 12
months before the planned closure. Overall,
we were able to provide 21 clients with
$13,172 in subsidies during the nine months of
operation.
And I must extend my heartfelt thanks,
appreciation and respect to each of the
dedicated Team members, being Bruce Heid,
Celia Newcome, Linda Marheine, Henry
Karasch, Zan de Groot and Trevor Sleep,
as well as to Grant Martin, who moved on
from his NILS role mid-year, along with
a special mention to Trish Razzi from the
Finance Team, for their ongoing dedication
to excellence, many hours of voluntary
time freely given each and every week, and
commitment to providing an exceptional
service to the Byron Shire community. Thanks
Team!!!

620
$547425
loans issued

total funds lent to date
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Management Committee
David Sweet - Chair
Stuart Amos - Vice Chair
Carolyn Parker - Treasurer (outgoing)
Trevor Sleep - Treasurer (incoming)
J’aimee Skippon-Volke - Secretary
Jason Athurton
Jani Collins
Cr Sol Ibrahim - Byron Shire Council
Representative
Michael Moriarty
Asren Pugh
Key Staff
Paul Spooner - General Manager
Cherie Bromley - Volunteers Coordinator
Tess Cullen - Market Manager
Majida Steinfeld - Assistant Market
Manager
Tanja Greulich - Venue Manager
Mouche Phillips - Events Manager
Jeannie Merritt, Mary Raveane - Event
Coordinators
Cameron Mercer, Juan Salvador, Clancy
Western - Theatre Technicians
Cat Seddon - Community Services
Coordinator
Andy Gutierrez - Welfare Coordinator
Bronwyn Martin - Byron Community NILS
Coordinator
Barbara Stander - Finance Administrator
Partners
Lismore Financial Counselling Service
ACON, BEAP
Northern Rivers Community Legal Centre
Interrelate, Liberation Larder
Byron Bay International Film Festival

Funders
Department of Families, Housing, Community
Services and Indigenous Affairs
NSW Arts
National Australia Bank
Byron Shire Council
Dept. of Health & Ageing
Dept. of Social Services
Supporters
Bay-FM
Byron Shire Echo
Byron Shire News
Sponsors
First National
Byron Bay Coffee Company
Apartments Inn
Nickel Energy
Mitsubishi Electric
Stone & Wood
Volunteers
To the many, many wonderful volunteers - it is
not possible without you!

WWW.BYRONCENTRE.COM.AU

